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BAR TOOLSBAR TOOLS

a. SEAMLESS PADDLE
550ml or 18.6oz.                                  675ml or 23oz.
5.25" height x 3.5" diameter.               6.25" height x 3.5" diameter.
1118                                                     Not shown.
                                                            1118 L

b. SEAMLESS YARAI
550ml or 18.6oz.                                  675ml or 23oz.
5.25" height x 3.5" diameter.               6.25" height x 3.5" diameter.
1119                                                     Not shown.
                                                            1119 L

c. YARAI
500ml or 16.9oz. 5.25" height x 3.5" diameter. 
1120

MIXING GLASSES BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
The mixing glass is a quintessential piece for all serious cocktail bars and ideal for stirred drinks. Their weight provides excellent stability while stirring
cocktails. each glass has a refined pour spout to help with the transfer of drinks and a distinct decorative pattern etched into the exterior. all of these
attributes make for a functional and attractive tool for the bar. for use with our Julep or Koriko Hawthorne Strainers. dishwasher safe.

a
b

c

f. COLINO ITALIAN COCKTAIL STRAINER
2-Prong style crafted to the highest standards. Its 7 slot design and coil will
allow liquid and pulp to strain out of a shaker or tin, while limiting the amount
of ice that will pass into your drink. This strainer is ideal for standard to
smaller bar tins. Stainless steel. 6.25" length.
1200

COCKTAIL STRAINERS

KORIKO HAWTHORNE STRAINERS BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
Made of heavy duty metal, with a very tight coil, this strainer is designed to
make it easy to do a true split pour. fits large and standard mixing glasses.
6" length.

d. STAINLESS STEEL              e. GOLD PLATED
    dishwasher safe.                        With stainless steel. Not dishwasher safe.
    1126                                            1126 G

g. BARON STRAINER
Made out of brushed stainless steel, with its signature cross pattern of
perforations, it strains stirred or shaken cocktails effectively and efficiently.
It fits well on a variety of mixing glasses and most
standard bar tins. Stainless steel. 6.25" length.
1211
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Item number 1211
cross pattern.

a. FORTE JULEP STRAINER
Well crafted and built to stand up to the rigors of a professional bar.
This straight forward and fundamental tool for straining ice from a
variety of mixing glasses is made from stainless steel and polished
to a clean finish. 7" length.
1205

JULEP STRAINERS BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
Ideal for straining ice out of stirred drinks from a variety
of mixing glasses. 7" length.

b. STAINLESS STEEL                   c. GOLD PLATED 
    With a matte finish.                         With stainless steel.
    1125                                                1125 G
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BAR TOOLS
BAR SPOONS

PRESSINO
Two in one tool for the bar: the essential spoon for stirring on one end
and a stud or tamp on the other. Use the spoon to mix cocktails as you
normally wood and flip it around if you need to muddle ingredients in
your recipe. This stainless steel spoon is well constructed and a great
addition to your bar and cocktail program. 11" length.
1203

HOFFMAN
It has a twisted stem that provide ample grip for wet hands. The
stem is finished with smooth edges so as not to irritate and wear
upon your fingers after sustained use. These spoons rotate
smoothly around the mixing glass, abetted by its reasonable heft
and the impeccable balance. 13.1" length.

a. STAINLESS STEEL           b. GOLD PLATED
     1123                                        1123 G

BARSPOON WITH MUDDLER
It has a twisted stem that provide ample grip for wet hands. The
stem is topped with a tamp for muddling smaller product into your
cocktail making it an effective two in 1 tool. 15.74" length.
1124

TRIDENT
Japanese bar tools are high quality, functional, and have an element
of style that adds to the theatrics of creating a cocktail.
These bar spoons epitomize that ideal and are crafted in Japan out of
18-8 stainless steel. The spoons’ twisted handles are finished beautifully
and are well balanced, making them a pleasure to use. The trident end
allows you to spear garnishes adding to the functionality and giving that
something extra Japanese bar tools are known for.

e. 12.2" length             f. 9.75"length
     1214                           1213

g. TWO TONE TRIDENT
     12.2" length.
     1215

SKULLS
This sparkling skull adorned bar spoon was developed in collaboration with Tiki
drink aficionado Jeff “beachbum” berry, and inspired by classic Tiki cocktails
such as the “Skull & bones”, “Shrunken Skull”, and “cannibal grog.” This spoon
features a twisted stem providing ample grip for wet hands and is finished with
smooth edges to prevent finger irritation after sustained use. These spoons
rotate smoothly around mixing glasses, abetted by its reasonable heft and the
impeccable balance. 13" length.

c. STAINLESS STEEL          d. GOLD PLATED
     1140                                        1140 G
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Skull detail. Item number 1140 G.
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Muddler for item number 1124.

Muddler for item number 1203.
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BAR TOOLS

a. SET OF KORIKO SHAKERS TINS BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
2 weighted tins includes a large 28 ounce and small 18oz heavy duty stainless steel
cup. Theses shakers maintain a great seal and are of an excellent quality.
large is 28oz and small is 18oz. 10.5" height x 3.5" diameter.
1121

HEAVYWEIGHT USAGI SHAKER 500ML BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
consists of three parts and has a capacity of 500ml or 16.9oz. It is the ideal tool for
executing the perfect Japanese hard shake. This heavy weight cobbler style shaker
comes in at a substantial 1.10lb each (.5 kg) giving it extra stability and weight.
great for both working bartenders and the enthusiast alike.
7.5" height x 3.25" diameter.

c. STAINLESS STEEL                            d. GOLD PLATED
     1122                                                          1122 G

SHAKERS

b. BULLSEYE BOSTON SHAKER TINS
With the rise of cocktail culture came the high quality tools to support the craft.
This set of shaker tins are crafted in Japan of a high quality stainless steel with
an added touch of style.
The larger 28oz tin is footed with concentric bands, giving it additional balance,
and lending an understated flair to the piece. The smaller tin is 20oz. capacity
and fits securely into the large tin providing an excellent seal for shaken
cocktails. 12" height x 3.75" diameter. Stainless steel.
1212

e. BARON COCKTAIL SHAKER
With the rise of cocktail culture came the high quality tools to support the craft.
The 3 piece baron cocktail Shaker is representative of just that.

Made in Japan, Yukiwa barware is known for its durability and quality. Ideal for the
Japanese hard shake, the baron cocktail shaker has a two piece stainless steel that
top allows for easy straining and pouring. 8.25" height x 3.5" diameter. Stainless steel.
1210

LARGE USAGI COBBLER SHAKER BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
Made to an exacting standard for easy separation after shaking. The shaker consists
of three parts and has a capacity of 28oz. (800ml). This larger version of the Usagi
cobbler holds up to a two drink capacity and is the ideal tool for executing the perfect
Japanese hard shake.

f. STAINLESS STEEL                              g. GOLD PLATED
     1141                                                          1141 G
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BAR TOOLS

NAVY GROG ICE CONE KIT BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
cocktail Kingdoms is all about authenticity and staying true to the classics. In
order to make the signature ice cone garnish for the Tiki bar inspired Polynesian
punch Navy grog, you need the Navy grog cone 2 piece kit. The metal cone
mold yields a 5.5" cone and rod punches a hole through the center for a straw.
full instructions on the side of the box.
1134

ICE TRAYS BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM

JIGGERS BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM

I. COCKTAIL KINGDOM LEOPOLD
1oz / 2oz Measures Stainless Steel. It also includes inner markings at 0.25oz,
0.5oz, and 0.75oz on the 1 oz side and a marking of 1.5oz on the 2oz side.
This offers a variety of key measures and offering you the option of eliminating
clutter on your bar by moving to one style of jigger. 3.25" height.
1129

COCKTAIL KINGDOM 0.5 AND 0.75OZ
It has a 0.5oz on one side, and 0.75oz on the other, with a 0.25oz etching on
the inside. Jiggers are arguably the most essential tool on the bar. cocktail
Kingdom understands the need for accuracy and has gone to great lengths to
ensure their jiggers are accurate and consistent, so that your drinks can be the
same time after time. 3.25" height.

g. STAINLESS STEEL                           H. GOLD PLATED STAINLESS STEEL
     1127                                                         1127 G

1 AND 2OZ
It has a 1oz on one side, and 2oz on the other, with a 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5oz
etchings on the inside. Jiggers are arguably the most essential tool on the bar.
cocktail Kingdom understands the need for accuracy and has gone to great
lengths to ensure their jiggers are accurate and consistent, so that your drinks
can be the same time after time. 4.5" height.

e. STAINLESS STEEL                            f. GOLD PLATED STAINLESS STEEL
     1128                                                         1128 G
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ICE CUBE TRAYS

a. 2" square. 6 cubes.       b. 1.25" square. 15 cubes.
    1131                                   1130

c. ICE RECTANGLE TRAY
5.25" length x 1.25" width x 1.25" height. 4 rectangles.
1132

d. ICE SPHERE TRAY
2" diameter. 4 spheres.
1133
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BAR TOOLS

BEHIVE CITRUS JUICER BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
The classic hand held citrus juicer. It is a heavy duty, long lasting juicer, made from 100%
aluminum body with nickel-plated steel bolt and hanging ring. 9" length.
1135

a. BEVELED            b. PLAIN
     1136                          1137

COCKTAIL KINGDOM DASHER TOPS 
Stainless Steel.
1138

BITTERS BOTTLES BY COCKTAIL KINGDOM
Inspired by a design from the 1880’s. fitted with a stainless steel and cork dasher top. They
have a capacity of 100ml or 3.3oz. These bottles are ideal for consistently delivering a dash
of ingredients to your cocktails.

MIXOLOGY BAG
The boldric Mixology bag is a perfect carryall for the on-the-go professional bartender.
The handmade canvas and leather trim bag has plenty of room for storing your
cocktail shakers, jiggers, and spoons. The interior features three adjustable
velcro storage slots, an inside zip pocket, and two smaller pockets for jiggers.
The exterior features a removable carrying strap and overlapping zipper for use with
a travel lock. each bag also includes a durable 7 pocket denim roll made of rich
cotton canvas body and brown leather trim to securely hold smaller bar tools.
18" length x 12" height x 3.5" width. denim roll: 18" length x 14" width.
Z281

7 pocket denim roll

a
b

Beveled 

STEADY SPOUT POURER
Steady Pour Spouts are some of the finest bar pourers available. They are a two piece construction, as
opposed to the standard 4 piece, and fitted with a gasket that never deforms. They offer a continuous
no drip pour and are suitable for bottle openings that range from 18 to 21.5mm in diameter.
• Sturdy: composed of only 2 pieces, rather than 4.
• Never changes: always returns to the original shape.
• Steady: constant pouring flow of 157bPM.
• acurate: No dripping during use.
• Universal: Suitable for bottles with openings from 18 to 21.5mm in diamater.
• 4" length.
1201


